Hey! Quit Throwing Crap In The Ocean!

You obviously have my home confused with a Dempsty Dumpster

BY CHARLIE TUNA

In July of 2015 several marine biologists were enjoying the beautiful Baja weather poolside in La Paz. As usual when you gather marine biologists and beer, the talk eventually turns towards how dirty our oceans are becoming, pollution, fishing debris, microplastics etc.

This time it led to more than just talk. The conversation had become focused on a single popular dive site in La Paz Bay named San Rafaelito. A small island that is home to some 20 sea lions, tropical fish, octopi, lobsters and the rest of the beautiful marine life in the Sea of Cortez.

The decision was made to organize a group of divers to clean the spot that same month; in fact the pledge was made to clean a reef or mangrove every month. They adopted the phrase, “Pagando la renta a la Pachamama”, “Paying the rent to Mother Earth” as their slogan.

In July more than 30 divers, locals and foreigners cleaned up

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
The sidewalk wars

Agents from the city tax and permit department, (called fiscal), confiscated half a dozen flower pots from the sidewalk in front of Pan di Bacco, that pretty good restaurant across from Hard Rock Café. The restaurant could not show they had a permit to deploy tables and flower pots on the city sidewalk.

While Pan di Bacco owner Giammarco Vela, who also owns the Sunset da Mona Lisa just outside of Cabo, and is president of the local restaurant ass. (Called Canirac) got away with the pots for months, that ride is over. (Called Canirac), got away with the pots for months, that ride is over. Giammarco Vela, who also owns the city sidewalk.

the city sidewalk.

While Pan di Bacco owner Giammarco Vela, who also owns the Sunset da Mona Lisa just outside of Cabo, and is president of the local restaurant association (Called Canirac), got away with his outdoor tables and flower pots for months, that ride is over.

Gene Elman, owner of the Happy Boy fishing boat were found floating near Cabo San Lucas, several days after it was reported missing. Just a day before, the floating corpse of its captain was also found. Lost at sea on December 12, the bodies of the other two crew members are yet to be found.

Let There Be Light! The 680 collapsible street lights along the fourlane between San Jose and Cabo should have winked on by the time you read this SCT, the federal road people, have double pinkie promise we would have lights by now, “You bet, you can count on us,” is what they said. Well, we paraphrase.

BTW, just why do we need those lights? Doesn’t everyone have headlights? There shouldn’t be anyone walking out there, it’s just cars, which are all delivered with two headlights. If yours are not working, please get off the damn road!

Doesn’t matter anyway, before they’ve been finished, there have been thieves out there heisting the wires. In broad daylight, We give that lighting project about as much time as your neighbors’ Christmas lights. If that,

Government to donate land. Three busy body citizen activist groups have approached Mayor Arturo de la Rosa with a request for land to build a center for attention to children in a crowded low income neighborhood in San Jose.

Wherever the city has land will do, they said. The organizations are The boys and girls club of Los Cabos chaired by Raul Godin, Mobimex wheelchair chaired by Greg Edwards, and Young People For A Change led by John Pentz, developer of the Palmilla Shoppes.

The center will help children and teenagers from 6 to 16 years of age and its charter is to keep kids off the streets after school. The investment of the three organizations could reach 120 grand in workshop classrooms, sports installations and upgrading its surroundings.

“To care for the future and development of our children is an important and noble labor, and as Mayor of Los Cabos, I am convinced that to invest in forming good habits in children and young ones is the best investment for our town,” said De la Rosa.

Gringo dies in car wreck. James Allen, 67 and from Texas, died instantly in a car wreck just outside of the H+ Hospital. He was driving out of the gas station and turning towards San Jose when his SUV was T boned by a speeding pick up truck on its way to San Jose.
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What's Going On In This Country?

BY SANTIAGO VERDUGO

We love Gringo migrants. It’s just Central American migrants we’re not so crazy about. At least 300,000 migrants enter Mexico from its southern border, on their way to sneaking into the United States, according to the country’s Interior Ministry. Nearly 200,000 migrants were detained in Mexico last year, the highest figure recorded in almost a decade.

At least 92 percent come from Central America and 45 percent of that group are Guatemalans. The rest are from South America, Africa and Asia. All of them were detained while trying to reach the United States. All of them are tossed back, except for migrants from Asia, Africa and Cuba. “Immigration law is very noble regard those people. Instead of repatriating them we open the doors and related. But in the last five years, 100 such family workshops have shut down as they were unable to compete.

The handicrafts have been undervalued by consumers, who prefer buying low-quality Chinese knock-offs for 15 pesos apiece to purchasing the domestic product from markets or studios, where the price of each figure can range from 20 to 55 pesos. In an effort to counter the trend, Puebla’s artisans have started to promote their handicrafts by making seasonal trips to neighboring states, such as Veracruz, Hidalgo, Tlaxcala and Oaxaca, hoping to save their dieo-workshops, where the price of each figure can range from 20 to 55 pesos. In an effort to counter the trend, Puebla’s artisans have started to promote their handicrafts by making seasonal trips to neighboring states, such as Veracruz, Hidalgo, Tlaxcala and Oaxaca, hoping to save their

CONTINUED ON PAGE 13
Local Kids To Show Off Their English In UK

This is not survival waiter English, this is serious scholarship

BY ALEJANDRA SARACHAGA

Among the dozens of private junior high schools in Baja California Sur, our very own Instituto Peninsular was the only one that got an invitation to participate in an English skills contest to be held in Jolly Olde England. Only problem is, now the kids have to get there.

The contest is part of the British English Olympics (BEO) which is an academic Olympiad organized by a company that sells textbooks and language programs on learning English all over the world. A total of five schools in Mexico will be represented. The company has a wide range of English language programs for more than 150,000 international students from Europe, Asia, the Middle East and Latin America, and has been doing this for more than 20 years. This event will take place from March 27 to April 11 of 2016. That's this year, Bunky. Yeah, we're not used to it yet either.

This event attracts bilingual schools from around the world to compete against one another in a series of English language academic challenges. The event is held over two weeks and hosted in some of the most prestigious boarding schools in the UK. Well, our students better look sharp, then.

The parents of these kids are organizing a fund raising event at the Baja Brewery in San Jose in the art district on Jan 21. The cost of
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Are You Gonna Make This Dog Get Out And Walk?

Or are you gonna donate a vehicle to the San Jose Humane Society?

Your four wheels could provide one of our four-legged friends with a much-needed tune-up and a second chance at life! ALMA Humanitaria is in need of a new van, station wagon or pickup truck to take the critters from the barrio to the shelter and to the vet. The vehicle doesn't have to be a glamour puss, just something that runs pretty reliably.

ALMA Humanitaria is a United States 501(c)3 charity, which means it is a perfectly legal tax dodge. Er, tax deduction. If you can help, contact Sheila Marshall at 624-1377683 or via email: almacares@hotmail.com

Saving One Animal Won’t Change the World But It Will Change The World For That One Animal

Landgrave Furniture Indoor and Outdoor, Accessories, Lamps, Art Work, Area rugs and more arriving weekly!

NEW HOURS: Monday thru Friday 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Saturday 10:00-4:00 Closed Sunday

Landgrave Furniture and Patio

Many items to choose from. Ready for immediate delivery.

SAN JOSE DEL CABO at Plaza Las Fuentes
Km. 25 on the main highway across from Pemex
Visit us at: www.landgravecabo.com or Call 624-144-6678

NEW HOURS: Monday thru Friday 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Saturday 10:00-4:00 Closed Sunday

Landgrave, Brown Jordan, Ratana, Tropitone and Sunset West

SAN JOSE DEL CABO at Plaza Las Fuentes
Km. 25 on the main highway across from Pemex
Visit us at: www.landgravecabo.com or Call 624-144-6678

NEW HOURS: Monday thru Friday 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Saturday 10:00-4:00 Closed Sunday
January 11th, 2016

NEW ERA OF GOVERNMENT...
continued from page 1

departments showed up at the soccer field and in the adjacent arroyo. It really was amazing to see so many factions come together: public services, the environment, SOFOMAT (beaches), sports, DIF (family centered charity), Instituto de La Juventud, Police and social development, the Instituto de La Juventud, Policia DIF (family cen-tered charity), SOFOMAT (beaches), sports, public services, the environment, soccer field and in the adjacent arroyo. It was agreed that coming back to clean the area after every weekend is not the solution, that it only en -ables irresponsible behavior. As it is, some of the locals believe that if they leave trash strewn about, it is the job of the city workers to clean it up.

It was suggested that city representatives could pop out to the field to speak to the people and perhaps pass out bags for their trash. Another idea was to install barrels, so people would have a place to put their trash.

reclacadora del Pacifico.
This amazing array of “volunteers” brought along a bulldozer, trucks for trash, shovels, rakes, and large plastic bags for hauling away the trash. When the new administration took over governing our city in December, all city workers were expected to put in some free time “volunteering” their services in a public display of humbleness, and this was part of it. And in addition to cleaning the area, they discussed how to solve the problem from recurring.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Spa Cielo a Laser Medical Spa

These days everybody wants to look beautiful. As 78 million “baby boomers” approach retirement, age is beginning to show. But with the first pace of today’s aging society, people now want that fresh look without spending weeks of painful recovery. A rejuvenation vacation is the solution. Spa Cielo Laser, Wellness and Weight Loss Center named “2009 Best Medical Spa”, is located in San Jose del Cabo, and has built their business over the past 10 years here in Los Ca-bos to meet those vacationer desires.

"People want to look better, but they don’t want to give up any time from their daily lives or vacation" said Cathy Dammann, Medical Aesthetics Practitioner and Owner of Spa Cielo Laser, Wellness and Weight Loss Center. "The public is demanding transformation with little pain or downtime" states Dammann. Spa Cielo, which specializes in the latest light and laser treatments, offers a variety of treatments from LED and Photo-facials, to TITAN™ Skin Tightening and Lumenis Acuplus™ Fractional CO2 Laser. With the recent addition of the award winning HydraFacial™, Voted Best Non-Laser, Non-Surgical Skin Rejuvenation 2012, Spa Cielo now has something for everyone, whether it is

rejuvination vacation is the solution. Spa Cielo Laser, Wellness and Weight Loss Center named “2009 Best Medical Spa”, is located in San Jose del Cabo, and has built their business over the past 10 years here in Los Ca-bos to meet those vacationer desires.

"People want to look better, but they don’t want to give up any time from their daily lives or vacation" said Cathy Dammann, Medical Aesthetics Practitioner and Owner of Spa Cielo Laser, Wellness and Weight Loss Center. "The public is demanding transformation with little pain or downtime" states Dammann. Spa Cielo, which specializes in the latest light and laser treatments, offers a variety of treatments from LED and Photo-facials, to TITAN™ Skin Tightening and Lumenis Acuplus™ Fractional CO2 Laser. With the recent addition of the award winning HydraFacial™, Voted Best Non-Laser, Non-Surgical Skin Rejuvenation 2012, Spa Cielo now has something for everyone, whether it is


FROM LED AND PHOTO-FACIALS, TO TITAN™ SKIN TIGHTENING AND LUMENIS ACUPLUS™ FRACTIONAL CO2 LASER. WITH THE RECENT ADDITION OF THE AWARD WINNING HYDRAFACIAL™, VOTED BEST NON-LASER, NON-SURGICAL SKIN REJUVENATION 2012, SPA CIelo NOW HAS SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE, WHETHER IT IS
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IT WAS AGREED THAT COMING BACK TO CLEAN THE AREA AFTER EVERY WEEKEND IS NOT THE SOLUTION, THAT IT ONLY ENABLES IRRESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOR. AS IT IS, SOME OF THE LOCALS BELIEVE THAT IF THEY LEAVE TRASH STREWN ABOUT, IT IS THE JOB OF THE CITY WORKERS TO CLEAN IT UP.

IT WAS SUGGESTED THAT CITY REPRESENTATIVES COULD POP OUT TO THE FIELD TO SPEAK TO THE PEOPLE AND PERHAPS PASS OUT BAGS FOR THEIR TRASH. ANOTHER IDEA WAS TO INSTALL BARRELS, SO PEOPLE WOULD HAVE A PLACE TO PUT THEIR TRASH.

Cathy Dammann is a Medical Aesthetics Practitioner and has certifications in Aesthetics, and Light and Laser Therapies. She is a member of the International Association for Physicians in Aesthetic Medicine and the recent recipient of the 2012 “Successful Women of the Baja” by Baja Traveler Magazine. She has made numerous appearances on talk shows including Oprah. Spa Cielo’s physicians and staff are trained and certified in United States and Mexico and are bilingual. Spa Cielo Laser and Wellness Center holds a five star rating and received the “2013 Award of Excellence” from Trip Advisor and has the experience you look for in a laser medical spa, with 10 years in Los Cabos area, 14,000 patients and over 70,000 procedures performed. Spa Cielo is your answer to skin and body rejuvenation.

Rated with five stars on TripAdvisor

The problem with that is, the heavy metal barrels would have to be nailed down or they would walk off. And if they were nailed down, how could they be emptied in the unlikely event that a city truck would actually swing by to pick up the trash? (Forgive us, after decades of bad government, we’re a tad bit jaded). Another possible solution was to fine the sports league. In regards to the appearance, they already have a plan to plant trees around the perimeter of the dusty brown field. It has been discussed to lay down synthetic

PERMACULTURE SEMINARS
In a remarkable wilderness retreat sanctuary

JANUARY 22 - 24, 2016
Soil, Water, and Life

MARCH 25 - 27, 2016
Agroforestry

Theory & Practice Led by Jose Avina
in the San Jose del Cabo Mountains
$60 plus accommodation/food

Register: tsegyalgarwest.org/retreat-center
Info: tsegyalgarwestsecretary@gmail.com

Tsegyalgar West offers Buddhist Retreats, Yoga Vacation Cabins, Group Rentals and Personal Retreats in a Panoramic Tropical Mountain Setting

You’re invited to learn

The 5 Fatal Flaws in Business, Relationships, and Health

Monday, January 18th at 7:00-9:00 pm
Cabo San Lucas Golf and Country Club Resort

FREE! Pre-registration is required. Beverages will be served.

Dr. Rose Backman is one of Canada’s most magnetic ‘tell it like it is’ speakers on mind/body wellness and life management. You’ll be amazed how she can read a body’s emotional and physical issues in less than 3 minutes.

If you want to live more deeply, honestly and passionately this seminar will touch you for a lifetime!

Contact: Larry 624-177-2575 after 4:00pm or email larryandsherry@outlook.com or rose@drrosebackman.com.
to Cabo San Lucas. Everyone, be careful out there, that’s just a real bad intersection.

The driver of the pick-up truck was taken to the local social security hospital but is expected to recover soon.

Don’t Bogart that parking space. Mayor de la Rosa has promised to instruct government officials to park their vehicles along Centenario Avenue behind San Jose, in order to allow visitors to park in front of the downtown businesses. Right now the city workers snap up all the parking spaces when they arrive downtown at 8 in the morning, preventing shoppers from parking when they arrive a couple hours later.

Our state, Baja Sur, flunked more policemen and police chicks than the entire rest of the country.

According to the National system of public safety, 45,516 Mexican cops failed the tests. Although that is only 13.49% of the total, it is worrisome in our state.

This year, Mexico changes from city cops to “mando unico,” which means that all cops in the state will be under the leadership and supervision of the state’s attorney general. Oh lordy, those guys are known as the crookedist agency in Mexico. Sigh. Many municipalities are still fighting this, as cities lose their sovereignty that the constitution establishes for each, and they fear that governors will become more corrupt.

Los Cabos has 586 cops with 54 operating vehicles. Most of the police cars and trucks were received in terrible condition at the change of the city administration last September, but have been repaired now and are running.

No olvidar! That’s Mex speak for don’t forget! Two major events coming up: This January 13 – 17 the Lord of The Wind KA North American Kitefoil Championship will take place in Los Barriles, on the East Cape, about an hour north of San Jose. There’s $22,000 in prize money, a tamales cook-off and reggae concert on the beach. It’s fun to watch from shore. For more information look up: lordofthewindbaja.com.

Then this January 21, 22, 26, 27, 28 at 7 pm Love, Loss And What I Wore, a NY play, will CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
San Rafaelito. They found tires, fishing nets, lines, hooks and spark plugs which are commonly used as weights. In addition discarded anchors, a propane tank, bottles, plastic and scrap metal where removed from the reef.

In August the group expanded their outreach and decided to use kayaks, stand up paddle (SUP) boards and snorkelers to clean the mangroves across the channel from La Paz’s scenic malecon.

Pablo Ahuja, a marine biologist and one of the original organizers said, “We wanted to get as many people involved as we can, lots of people enjoy the sea and not all of them are divers. Our goal is to clean the sites no one else is even thinking about cleaning; places that are trashed and are also not easily accessible.”

The mangroves are a perfect example of that. Mangroves have shallow water, entangling roots and branches and are more than a little buggy. They are also the home to migratory birds and juvenile fish, as well as being a habitat where resident bottlenose dolphins teach their young to hunt. The mangrove trees, the only trees that can grow in salt water, have long roots that extend from the high tide line down to the muddy bottom. It is these roots which provide sanctuary for so many marine animals but unfortunately they quickly become enmeshed with floating plastic, abandoned fishing nets and other marine debris.

In September the volunteer group, now officially named Rescatando Nuestros Arrecifes y Manglares (RNAM), Rescuing Our Reefs and Mangroves, switched its focus to Cerralvo Island. Cerralvo is a beautiful island offshore of the small kite surfing town of La Ventana. In the winter it is one of the most popular spots in the world for kiteboarding and windsurfing due to the strong northern winds. In the summer it is a popular spot for SCUBA diving or spearfishing.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 22

A panga is completely filled with crap plucked from the sea in just one afternoon.

HEY! QUIT THROWING CRAP... continued from page 1
Little Known U.S. Expat Taxation Facts In Mexico

BY DON D. NELSON

Though most foreign assets are reportable on various specialized forms filed with your US tax return, if you own foreign real estate and title is in your own name (or a Fideicomiso) and do not rent out the property, there is no reporting required on your US tax return or for that matter any other reporting due the US Government.

Foreign mutual funds (and most foreign money market funds) require filing of another special form with your tax return. If you do not file this form and make elections to report the income each year, you are penalized with higher taxes and interest if you finally sell your foreign mutual fund. These rules were put in place when Congress was convinced by US Mutual fund companies that there business would be hurt unless investment in foreign mutual funds was made unfavorable for tax purposes.

The 2015 the $100,800 US foreign earned income exclusion applies to earned income (wages or self employment) income earned abroad if you need the physical presence test or bonafide resident test. You can see if you qualify in IRS Publication 54. It is not automatic and can only be claimed on your US tax return. The IRS can deny this exclusion if you file your return more than 18 months late. This exclusion does not apply to rental income, dividends, interest or capital gains or any income other than earned income.

You must report your rental net income in Mexico from your Mexican real estate on your US return and you also owe taxes on it in Mexico even if you are not a resident. In Mexico you must pay Mexican income taxes on it and also pay IVA tax. If you are renting for only a short time, you may also owe local lodging excise taxes. The Mexican income tax can be claimed as a credit directly offsetting any US income tax you owe on the rental income. The IVA and lodging taxes can be deducted on your US tax return as rental expenses.

If you own 10% or more of a Mexican corporation you may have to file form 5471 with your US tax return if required by the rules governing that form. Failure to file that form in a timely manner may result in the IRS assessing a $10,000 US penalty for failure to file even if you owe no taxes.

The US has a tax treaty with Mexico. It also has in the past year entered into an OECD agreement where the two countries have agreed to exchange information about foreign income tax information with the other. At some point in the future what you do in Mexico will not stay in Mexico and vice versa.

If as a US Citizen you have lived and worked in Mexico for a while and not filed your US tax return, the IRS currently has a “streamlined program” that may allow you to catch up by filing only the past 3 years US tax returns and past six year FBAR (foreign bank account reports). They will not penalize you under that program for failing to file FBAR forms or other foreign reporting forms. They have stated they may discontinue this program at any time. Now is the time to surface with the IRS and avoid potentially huge penalties.

FBAR (foreign bank account reporting forms) must be filed each year with US Treasury if at any time during the calendar year your combined highest balances in your foreign financial accounts exceeds $100,000 US. This form must be filed on line. Foreign accounts include foreign pension plans, cash surrender value in foreign insurance, foreign broker accounts, and even gold if held for you in a foreign country a custodian. Failure to file this form or filing it late can result in penalties of $10,000 US or more.

Don D. Nelson is a US tax attorney who has been assisting Americans in Mexico for over 25 years with their US tax returns and tax planning. He is also a partner in Kaufman Nelson LLP Certified Public Accountants. His website is located at www.TaxMeLess.com. He has 2 tax blogs with the latest tax developments of interest to those in Mexico located at www.usexpatrate.blogspot.com and www.us-mexicotax.blogspot.com. His email address is ddnelson@gmail.com. He can be reached at his US phone number 949-480-1235.
Tips for Buyers in Baja California Sur Real Estate Market

BY JENNIFER POWELL

Fell in love with the area, but have no idea where to start? Reasonable. Here are five basic steps towards living your dream.

Find an agent. Working with an agent has many benefits. They can assist you in your search no matter where you are in the process. They can assess your needs and match you with the best properties. Market knowledge is key, so a local expert who is a member of MLS BCS is the way to go.

Get to know the area. Do you like the coastal city of La Paz? How about the easygoing sea-side living of La Ribera and Los Barriles? What about the cultural beauty of San Jose del Cabo? Would you rather be right in the action of Cabo San Lucas? Or would you simply rather enjoy the bohemian tranquility of the Todos Santos area? Let your local expert help and guide you in your search.

Specify your needs. Is your purchase an investment for rental purposes, a vacation home, retirement home, or future residence? What kind of community do you want to live in? What amenities are important to you and your family/guests/renters? How many bedrooms/baths, size range inside and out, and what features do you need in your home?

Don’t be afraid if you don’t find exactly what you are looking for right away, your local expert can assist you with reputable builders and contractors to make improvements on an existing home, or even find an architect to build your dream property on an ocean view lot.

Get to know the market. What are homes selling for in your preferred area? How many homes/ lots/condos sold in the past year? Your agent can provide current and sold comparables so you can feel confident in your purchase.

Find out any special issues with foreign ownership in Mexico. How is my title held? Is it a land lease, or do I own it outright? What happens when the trust expires? Is my property on an ocean view lot.

Enjoy your Cabo lifestyle just minutes from the marina where you find Pacific views and sunsets. We can offer you CASA SIESTA — 5 BR home $1,200,000. USD MLS #15-940. GOLF COMMUNITY QUIVIRA COPALLA — condos and houses start at $330K. Building lots with views — No HOA above Quivira $49,500 - USD.

Your local expert can answer these questions and more!
Making Life Simpler!

Mexican newspapers are full of headlines about the growing problem of foreigners who are renting their homes or condominiums and failing to pay Mexican taxes. Not only is this a violation of the terms of most bank trusts (fideicomisos), but also it is a violation of Mexican tax law and reprisals are severe.

FOREIGNERS ARE OBLIGATED TO PAY TAXES ON INCOME GENERATED IN MEXICO. Mexico’s tax law is patterned after those of the United States and Canada (world rental system) which states in the First Article:

Article One: Physical persons (individuals) and legal persons (companies) are obligated to pay an income tax in the following cases:
I. Residents of Mexico, must report and pay on all income no matter where the source is located;
II. Those with residence in a foreign country with a permanent establishment in Mexico must report and pay on all income generated from the permanent establishment in Mexico.
III. Those with residence in a foreign country, must report and pay on the income produced by property located in the national territory, when there is no permanent establishment in the country or, even if there is, but not covered by the situations outlined in I and II above.

If you own a property in Mexico and rent it often or only occasionally, ENJOY your rental income and SLEEP EASILY WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLIED WITH TAX LAWS!

The Settlement Company® with many years of experience in the transfer of titles and resolution of problems related to title, is now able to assist you in receiving your funds in an escrow account, complying with your fiscal obligations in Mexico, and providing you with the overage and the documents you require in your country of residence to avoid double taxation!

Additionally........ as part of its service, if requested, they can pay your annual property taxes and, if your property is in trust (fideicomiso) bank trustee fees! They can also pay other property related expenses, at your request!

For further information, please contact: info@settlementco.com  

Real Estate Classifieds

VISTA FARO VIEJO LOT, Cabo San Lucas. Pacific Views, overlooking Nicklaus Quivira Golf course and old light house. 26,909 sqft. No HOA’s MLS® 15-2949 US$200,000. (624) 151-5400 marco@piscesgroupcabo.com

A LUXURIOUS OCEAN FRONT MASTER-PLAN WITH 3 MILES OF PRISTINE BEACHES

This private gated retreat is located less than 10 minutes away from downtown Cabo San Lucas. Enjoy access to the latest Jack Nicklaus Signature course, Quivira Golf Club, already considered as the best in the world. Quivira’s real estate offers are designed to guarantee your patrimony and your family’s comfort and safety. Come and discover what Quivira has for you.

CALL US, BOOK A TOUR, AND GET A SNEAK PEEK AT THE NEWEST GOLF COURSE IN LOS CABOS

www.quivirascabos.com | info@quivirascabos.com | 624.173.6146 | Toll Free 01.800.632.0147

These materials are not an offer to sell or solicitation to purchase property to any resident of a state or country where registration is required prior to such offer or solicitation, and is void where prohibited by law. The publicize reflects the intention of the Developer, however, Casa Amadores, LLC reserves the right to make changes without prior notice and to modify, add, delete or substitute items for the convenience.
Cabo Condo Owners Receive Titles – Finally

BY JOHN K. GLAAB

After a twenty year struggle, a group of condo owners in Cabo San Lucas have finally obtained titles to their units.

It all started when Phase 2 of Terrasol, one of the most attractive projects in Los Cabos, ran into financial problems during the “peso meltdown” in the early 1990s. It was compounded by a problem with Mexico’s finance department. Some of the owners had made payment in full, but did not receive title. Once that was resolved, the bank failed to cooperate and the titles were in limbo. As well, there were units in Terrasol Phase 2 that were never completed. By the time the project came to a suspenseful moment, Settlement Founder Linda Neil said, “The completion of the project comes at an auspicious moment. The Settlement Company” is preparing to celebrate its 25th Anniversary of serving the Mexican real estate industry. The company opened its doors in May of 1991.

Baja Properties

The Perfect Home on a Perfect Location.

Excellent Golf and ocean view. One bedroom, one bath. MLS # 15-354. Paseo Finisterra in San Jose del Cabo. Price Reduced $599,000 USD

Baja Properties | Gerardo Pineda | gerardoberriajbaproperties.com
From USA 011 52 6241224126 - Cabo Cell 044 624 1224126 - Office 14 2 09 88

FOR SALE

$87,900 1-bedroom condo, Laguna Vista, San Jose

Well maintained, furnished, ground level, estuary and cityscape views. Walking distance to downtown, restaurants, transportation. Lowest priced in complex – this is a steal! Occupied, 24-hour notice to view. MLS 15-1497. Contact: Deborah Reubens, Horizon Realty: (011-521) 624-137-3980, (209) 779-5404, email Deborah.Reubens@hotmail.com

Open House

January 15 and 22, 2:00 to 4:00 PM

Castillo de Arena Open House Tour. Meet at Castillo de Arena Office and tour Casa Bonita MLS 14-2112, $345,000, Casa McMahon MLS 15-1368, $275,000, and Casa Glover MLS 14-1216, $475,000 USD. Paul Clark, PC@eastcapehomes.com 624 147 0111

Casa Alegria. Meet at Pedregal and Tour Casa Alegria Oceanfront, MLS # 15-2627, 4bd/3 ba, 8,500 sqft, pool/jacuzzi and sauna, studio/office, outdoor Kitchen. Nick Fong. info@losca- bosagent.com ph. 624 157-3170

SOLDS

1) Club la Costa Phase 3 Villa 5 Palmilla #203, 2 bed/2 bath condo on the Fanatur Golf course. MLS: 11-135, $160,000 USD, E.Espinoza/ Century 21 and M. Nicol/Cabo4Sale Real Estate

2) Cresta del Mar, Lot 75, Lot with 921 M2, MLS # 10-1772, Sales Price $64,500, M. Nicol/ Cabo4Sale Real Estate and B.Calderon/ Las Ventanas Real Estate

Baja Properties

HOW TO SELL YOUR Baja Property

Agent Profile

Chad Kershner

CR (Chad) Kershner has been visiting Baja California since the early 90’s. After spending the last few years studying sociology and foreign languages, he seized the opportunity for a change, and moved to Los Cabos, in Baja California Sur. Originally from Basin, Wyoming, Chad is looking forward to improving his Spanish language skills and working in the Los Cabos real estate market. In addition to his professional pursuits, he is taking up new pastimes, including hiking, ATV riding, snorkeling, and the critically important development of his suntan.

Chad brings to Los Cabos Sotheby’s International Realty a commitment to exceptional service in helping his clients find the lifestyle of their dreams and the creation of irreplaceable memories that can be made in Baja California.

Contact Chad, Sotheby’s Int’l Realty at (624) 155-1785.

ARE YOU RENTING OUT your Mexican property?

You are aware that you MUST pay taxes on your rental income, even if income is received out of country? Failure to pay the Mexican government can result (and has resulted) in substantial penalties and legal problems. Avoid problems!

Contact us today! info@settlement-co.com or call US 415 513 0992 or MX (011-52) 612 123 5056, ext. 0.
So. Should You Ask The Seller To Throw In The Furniture With Your New House?

Around here the inclusion of furniture in your residential real estate purchase is fairly common. This is not the usual practice in most of Mexico, any more than it is in your home city in the United States or Canada. If you were to buy a home in Guadalajara or Veracruz your real estate would probably come exactly like you would expect in California, Winnipeg, Nebraska or Calgary - vacant except for anything stuck on the walls and ceilings.

In fact, AMPI, NAR and MLS BCS practices actually state that anything that is not specifically excluded in the listing agreement that is affixed to walls and ceilings, are considered part of the property and cannot be removed without the permission of the buyer after an offer is accepted by both parties. Regarding such items, the law is the same in Mexico, but it is very common in most parts of Mexico to receive a home stripped.

But, here in the tourist market, you must specifically exclude items in your sales listing and offer documents, otherwise they are assumed part of the real estate. The reason is simple; to avoid the stripping of the real estate before the date of transfer. Imagine buying a condo for $200,000 USD receiving the keys on the day of signing, and in the last hours after your final walk through and the signatures, having the seller come in and take all of the light fixtures, air conditioning units, the towel rack, curtains, the door knobs and cabinets! What a surprise you would have when you walk in the door to your new home! It would be devastating. This is not permitted by law, but can become an issue if the Seller has included pieces of personal importance to him, or asks you to exclude an item they forgot in their listing. The law is the same in Mexico. But, after an agreement has been reached, and the packing and expense of shipping their Mexican furnishings back to the United States or Canada. For most sellers, it is for their convenience more than anything that precipitates in the “gift” of furnishings to the Buyer. However, let me be clear, it is the Seller’s prerogative to offer the property furnished, unfurnished or partially furnished, as well as to make up their own inventory list, including or excluding whatever they choose. A Seller is not obligated to sell a property with its contents. If the Buyer really wants an item(s), it is customary and required that he or she make an offer including that item on their offer to purchase or to make an offer for the item separately as a private sale of goods, not real estate. And it is the Seller’s right to accept, reject or counter any offer regarding items not included in the sale of the property.

In fact, particularly in the high end market, some Sellers offer the furnishings separately, as a furniture package, for a specific dollar amount. This generally occurs at the higher price point real estate where expensive furniture, antiques and art pieces are at stake.

So, if the furnishing offered to you in the “real estate” transaction are really a “gift,” try not to get too emotional about the exclusion of any one piece. If the Seller has excluded pieces of personal importance to him, or asks you to exclude an item they forgot in their original listing, try to understand, that inclusion of furniture is not the norm in Mexico. But, after an agreement has been reached, and I highly suggest an itemized inventory list be signed by both buyer and seller within 5 business days of acceptance of an offer, I caution both Buyer and Seller to honor this agreement! It is VERY important to do a very detailed inventory list. I also suggest a photo-inventory list so as to avoid “changes” and substitutions. I have seen temps run high and nearly cause the demise of a transaction over simple things, as small and insignificant as an ashtray! Honor your agreements! Don’t try to “steal” an item out. Don’t try to strong arm the seller over pillow cases or a lawn chair. Once there is agreement, honor it. In the end, the transaction and your new home will feel so much more “homey” when you open the door for the first time on the day of your closing!
businesses from bankruptcy. The state of Jalisco had been seeing a similar situation but through a promotional campaign launched three months ago it has managed to turn the tables. According to the last census, of the 400,000 artisans in the state, 25% produce Christmas-related figures. About 430 workshops in Jalisco are dedicated to producing artisanal nacimientos, providing a livelihood for at least 1,100 people.

*It's no eBay.* More than half of Mexicans over the age of 6 use the Internet, but while 85% of users access social networks, only a quarter use the Internet to make purchases, according to a survey by the Mexican Internet Association. With roughly 98% of Mexico's retail sales conducted at physical stores, the main competition for online sellers is not each other but rather traditional retail. Retailers take hope from the rapid growth of smartphone use, which jumped 40% in 2015. The department store chain Liverpool invested $36 million in three years to upgrade its online platform, offering free delivery and more than one million online products.

The increased competition in e-commerce comes as traditional retailers are riding a recovery thanks to employment and wage growth, as well as record-low inflation. Last year through November, same-store sales of Mexican retailers were ahead 6.5%, compared with a 0.9% gain in the same period of 2014, according to retail association Antad.

But as e-commerce competition heats up, logistics play an increasing role. Most people don't have credit cards and most people are reluctant to pay for goods upfront. Then there's the crappy delivery infrastructure. How is it going to get to your front porch? Most people don't trust the available delivery systems.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 24
Ask a Mexican

This Week's Question is: If you could make a New Year's Resolution for the country, what would it be?

1. Horacio Monsivaiz, 20 years old, graphic design student.
   I would end the poverty situation, see what areas of the country are the poorest like Chiapas, Oaxaca and Guerrero and figure out a way to help them out; maybe the richest states can give a little from what they have. Also, I'd stop corruption, by raising the standards when recruiting policemen and politicians, as well as all people in power.

2. Julio Ortiz Monsivaiz, 18 years old, industrial engineering student.
   I'd wish for Mexico to keep growing in the industry, because we have a lot to give. We have many natural resources we can take advantage of like oil and its by-products, and many people who do great labor; we don't need to hire any foreigners because it creates extra cost and takes jobs from those who really need them and are just as qualified to do them. We can be one of the principal exporters in a matter of many things, beginning with technology, we just need to give a little push and we could become a first world country.

3. Luis Armando Ortiz Cruz, 22 years old, advertising and public relations student.
   My resolution would be to notice our culture more, take the indigenous people more seriously; we should give them more importance. I would also vow to buy more products that are made in Mexico and crafts, besides being beautiful and very rich in content, it would be a way to improve our economy.

4. Ana Karen Galindo Villalobos, 22 years old, manufacture engineering student.
   I can't think of anything, but I would wish for femicide to stop. We are getting to a ridiculous point where the whole country is suffering women's disappearances like it did in Juarez. It's unbelievable how the numbers have gone up in the last year, and it's all kinds of women now; no matter age, education or background. The situation has become terrifying.

5. Luis Enrique Galindo Cruz, 51 years old, stay at home dad.
   World peace like Miss Universe. Just kidding, I'd wish for corruption to stop, in every single way: teachers, politicians, policemen, senators, parents, everyone is a little corrupt and that's what is making our country the sick place it is today.

6. Dora Luz Cruz, 60 years old, administration staff at an university.
   I'd wish for harmony. We need more harmony and love to each other as a country to move on together. Sometimes we would rather make harm than good, specially when we see someone who is doing better than us, we try to bring them down instead of pushing them forward and encouraging them.

Dante’s BBQ Restaurant Goes Up In Smoke

After 15 years serving the San Jose community, Dante’s BBQ restaurant, with some of the best BBQ on the Baja, went up in smoke. Let’s all hope the family rebuilds, and we wish them a speedy recovery. They believe some fireworks landed on the palapa roof.
Belgium French Fries, a Big Cabo Favorite

Have you tried the fries at Fritz Belgium Fries? The buzz around town is that they are delicious, they are awesome! Fritz is seeing several return and word of mouth customers as good news travels quickly, especially in a community like Los Cabos.

Fritz Belgian Fries are prepared with fresh cut potatoes and deep fried in zero trans-fat oil within a six-stage process making them simply wonderful; Golden crunchy on the outside and soft & chewy on the inside. Fries are served with a side of pickled red onions and a choice from ten dipping sauces which include Bacon garlic, Dijon mayonnaise and Chipotle spicy hot parmesan to name a few. And of course, you will find ketchup and malt vinegar if you prefer the more traditional dip.

Stop by to try them sometime, they are located at the corner/entrance of Giggling Marlin downtown Cabo San Lucas and are open every day from Noon to Midnight. You will be delighted you did stop by, as their slogan goes “Try our Fries, You’re Gonna Love Them!”

P.S. They also serve Poutine, fries with gravy and cheese, absolutely yummy!
Looking For Something Not Made In China?
We still have genuine artisans here

BY CATHY WATKINS

If you're looking for a souvenir that's not made in China, come on out to the Amelia Wilkes Plaza across the street from Mi Casa restaurant in downtown Cabo San Lucas any Friday from 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Everything for sale there is hand-made and created by the talented artisans themselves.

You can watch your souvenirs be made while you wait at the arts and crafts fair every Friday evening in the Cabo San Lucas main square.

Yes, you can still find wonderful natural hand-made crafts in Cabo.

At this artisan market, one can find colorful macramé bracelets and necklaces and earrings made with semi-precious stones or seeds.

Eleuteria from Oaxaca weaves baskets from palm leaves and uses natural dyes to add color. She has everything imaginable from coin purses, eyeglass cases, earings, baskets large and small, and even wine bottle covers.

There are wonderful products made from honey such as shampoo, candy, and stress relievers.

You can find a natural bug repellant spray for people and animals that contains a special anti-tick ingredient along with deodorizers and cleaning solutions.

Then, there's Lorena, an artist who bases her work on the concept of recycling. She collects stones, seeds, shells, and plants which she recycles into necklaces and earings. She has...

CONTINUED ON PAGE 30

Hola Canadians!

Needing to buy

🇺🇸 US Dollars
🇲🇽 Mexican Peso

The best exchange rates in North America!

Call our Mexico toll free line or email us today
(01-800-777-3526) • www.olympiatrust.com

*Minimum transaction size is $25,000 Canadian Equivalent.
Santa Swung By A Lot Of The Barrios
Actually, make that a lot of Santas

BY MELISSA HEISLER

In and around Cabo and San Jose, Gringos buzzed around collecting food, clothing and toys to be distributed to those in some of the poorest barrios. The Wednesday night before Christmas at Sherrie Miller’s house in Cabo there was hardly any space to walk. “Last year we had hardly anything, just some rice and beans”, Sherrie said.

“This year we received items and cash from neighbors, friends and neighbors of friends.” Her house was a flurry of activity from the 12 elves that were helping out. Margaretta Banks and others broke down 25 pound bags of rice into smaller sized bags. The rice along with different types of beans, sugar, and other foods would be put into cloth bags to be distributed to families for their Christmas day feast and hopefully beyond.

In the living room, Sue Roots took the lead in packing gift bags for children. Separated for girls and boys, these bags had the obligatory toy but also practical gifts like hair ties, facial tissues, and toothbrushes.

A controlled chaos had taken over the house as each person described how they thought items should be packed. Christmas tunes played off the cable television and wine was flowing.

A joyful bustle took over the house. A lot of work needed to be done to be ready, but everyone was thrilled with their task and were anticipating the joy they would see on Christmas morning. Margaretta had started this tradition with one other women a few years back, and when the Caboholics started funding the Feeding Los Cabos Christmas meals, she was discouraged. “We could not run such an extensive event,” she explained. But then Margaretta and the others decided to do what they could, and for the last four years she and CONTINUED ON PAGE 32

New Ocean Front Luxury 2 Bedroom Penthouse for Sale

A very special 2-story unit for vacationing or as a rental property, located inside the Casa del Mar resort near San Jose.

Tastefully decorated. Wake up to sunrise in a master suite with a king size bed on the second floor that walks out onto a large patio overlooking the Sea of Cortez. Huge master bath is huge with a walk in closet, walk in Spa-like shower and an oversized tub.

Guest suite located on the lower level with two queen beds with ocean views and a walk-out patio. Cable TV, Blue Ray players, Bose stereo system and Wi-Fi.

Casa Del Mar is a 5 star luxury beachfront resort with the feel of a boutique hotel. Its many amenities include a world class spa, gourmet restaurants, tennis courts, lush tropical landscaped walkways and gardens, multiple pools, hot tub and Zen garden.

Call +1 708-205-5806 or email: info@mandmsls.com to schedule a personal showing.
Fish Report

BY GARY GRAHAM

The cooling air temps are showing lows of 61 nights to 76 daytime highs with a 63% humidity level. A few cloudy and a few windy days make fishing areas more selective. There were a few rough and bumpy days in-between the calm days when the surface breezes varied from calm to about 10 mph. Sea temps have remained around 76 to 77 degrees and extended from the Golden Gate Bank, down around Cabo and up to Los Frailes on the Sea of Cortez side.

Best Fishing Area: El Faro, (aka Cabo Falso), Herradura and Pozo de Cota seemed to be the most productive but the stripers were difficult to catch, especially at Cabo Falso, with the seal problem.

Best Lure/Bait: Live bait was best for most, including dorado, though a few were taken on artificials.

Bait Supply: All mackerel and limited to five per boat. Good news — the price remained stable at $3.00 per bait.

San Jose: Fishing action has been more scattered than we would normally expect; options are limited without sardina. The most productive grounds were found two to four miles straight out front of Puerto Los Cabos Marina; this is where practically the entire fleets from both San Jose del Cabo and Cabo San Lucas were congregating. Striped marlin, with a few dorado in the mix, were striking on slow-trolled baits while drifting baits down deeper, or an occasional surface feeder. No huge numbers of fish, and heavy pressure, but still the best bet to find action. The stripers were in the 60- to 90-pound class, with a few 120-pounders.

Ocean currents pushed in cooler; greenish water combined with persistent northerly winds, made it tough to find any action around the Gordo Banks. Some yellowfin tuna were caught — one 143-pound tuna was weighed in, others in the 15- to 80-pound range, but until conditions stabilize, this will most likely be the situation.

Tuna could be seen coming into chum lines or breaching the surface, and proved to be skittish. Recently anglers found sporadic action for yellowfin closer to shore off Punta Gorda while drift-fishing with strips of squid; these fish weighed up to 20 pounds; some landed as many as five tuna, though this bite slacked off as quickly as it started. Unusual not to see the larger-sized needlefish typically present this time of year.

A handful of 20- to 40-pound wahoo were reported. The bottom continues to show signs of more life — snapper and cabrilla, a couple of amberjack, yellowtail, ever present triggerfish and bonito. Calmer conditions are needed to have better chances at these species however.

East Cape

The wind surfers’ annual migration is larger than ever. Their “Lord of the Wind” competition draws some of the best in the sport.

From their point of view the wind surfers and kite boarders have little food value and offer little option for variety. Please remember they have little food value and should be released.

Hidden Treasures Furniture

20% off SPECIAL ORDERS

INTERIOR DESIGN + FURNITURE + ACCESSORIES

NEW YEAR NEW FURNITURE

RUGS + LIGHT FIXTURES + WINDOW TREATMENTS

THE LARGEST FURNITURE STORE IN BAJA

In San Jose del Cabo, near Palmilla, across from Toyota Dealership, IN PLAZA EL FARO

Local: 144 64 11 / US Phone: (858) 664 3759 Hours: M- F 9-6 / Sat: 10-4

www.treasuresfurniturecabo.com
CHILENO BAY
LOS CABOS

LOS CABOS LIVING...
Perfected

CHILENO BAY IS AN EXCLUSIVE SEASIDE SANCTUARY OF AUTHENTICALLY INSPIRED RESIDENCES AND ENDLESS LEISURE PURSUITS ALONG CABO’S MOST CELEBRATED COAST. ANCHORED BY A PREMIER MEMBERS-ONLY BEACH CLUB AND A TOM FAZIO DESIGNED GOLF COURSE, CHILENO BAY CELEBRATES FAMILY, COMMUNITY, ADVENTURE AND ESCAPE.

BEGIN YOUR LEGACY HERE

www.chilenobayclub.com • (624) 173-9999
Clausurado, Explained

The Los Cabos city government is getting nuts with the clausurado signs again, so we figured we’d better explain it. It means closed in Spanish, but more importantly, it means closed by the government.

The unhappy state of being clausurado can happen for a number of reasons, most often financial, but lately it’s the city has been getting pissy about the Municipal Regulation of Urban Image. Facades and signs that are not in code compliance. Yes, there really are rules on the books about how a business should present itself. Fines up to 140 minimum wages per day can be levied. Minimum wage is about $5 U.S. per day. So, we’re talking about a $700 fine. Yikes!

Code infractions can be but are not limited to having no permit at all, placing signs on public property, obstructing pedestrian passage, and obstructing access for people with disabilities.

About 40 businesses in both Cabo San Lucas and San Jose were closed last week for “damaging and/or deteriorating the image of the destination”.

Everyone was warned, mostly 30 days prior to being closed, before being sanctioned.

Give a close squint to this picture of a Comex paint company sign. The pole supporting the sign is across the street from the ladder the guy is standing on. Yet, the guy on the ladder is touching the sign. That means, the sign has to be leaning all the way across a two lane road. How can that be? Yup, we would fine this company 700 bucks, too. Besides, we don’t like their paint. It won’t cover well. We have always felt it was just colored water.

www.mexicopaperworks.com

MEXICO PAPERWORKS
We’re Here To Help

• Full Accounting & Audit Services
• Set Up new Business easy, fast, w/o corp.
• In House Lawyer and Legal Services

Immigration Services & Solutions
Permanent & Temporary Resident Cards
Professional • Trustworthy • Reliable • Confidential

info@mexicopaperworks.com Office: 624-143-8611
US: 619-663-CABO (2226) – Cell: 624-147-7271

Twin Yamaha 250 HP Engines,
Fully loaded Generator
Equipped ready to fish, dive, cruise.

Contact
Hallmark yachts.
Ph. 619 888 4505
Hey! Quit throwing crap... continued from page 7

and year round the surrounding waters are subjected to fishing pressures, both commercial and sport.

From a single reef south of the island, Pargo Reef, the divers removed more than 100 pounds of fishing line from the coral heads. Hooks, nets and anchors made up the rest of the haul. While the reef was disentangled the local school kids cleaned the beach and then the two groups shared with each other what they had found and ideas about how it might have gotten there and what could be done to avoid future pollution.

In October RNAM involved more than 50 kayakers and SUP boarders to clean the mangroves in the inner bay near El Cen- tenario. "This is an area that is heavily affected by the storm runoff in the rainy season and all the plastic that comes with it," said Mariana Padilla, one of the original organizers. October also saw RNAM expand its mission to school presentations about marine debris. "We need to do more than just clean trash, we need to fix the problem at the source and educate the next generation," said Padilla.

"Our goal is an average of CONTINUED ON PAGE 34

Giving the Gift of Reading

The Merry Christmas wish on the picture held by the little girl was actually written by her grandma Margarita standing behind her. Margarita learned to read this year at the LIGA MAC adult school. Liga Mac, a local charity run by American and Canadian women, are proving it’s never too late to learn.

The Merry Christmas wish on the picture held by the little girl was actually written by her grandma Margarita standing behind her. Margarita learned to read this year at the LIGA MAC adult school. Liga Mac, a local charity run by American and Canadian women, are proving it’s never too late to learn.

Every Lewis and Lewis Mexican Tourist Auto Insurance Policy Provides:

Underwritten by Qualitas the Largest Insurer of Vehicles in Mexico

- $500,000 USD CSL Liability
- USA Repair Rate with No Per Hour Limit for repairs made in the USA
- GRUPO AUSA Illness or Accident International Air Ambulance Coverage
- $100,000 USD Legal Service for Criminal and Civil Defense
- Medical Payment $50,000 USD Per Accident
- GRUPO AUSA Vehicle Breakdown Coverage
- A Full Coverage Deductible for TOTAL THEFT that is only $500 USD
- Reside in Mexico and/or keep the Vehicle in Mexico 365 Days a Year
- Licensed Drivers of Any Age are approved
- USA or Canadian Auto Insurance is NOT required for Full Coverage

Compare and Call us: (800) 966-6830 • (310) 207-7700
Fax (310) 207-7701 • info@MexicanAutoInsurance.com
www.MexicanAutoInsurance.com
California Insurance License #0645420
PREPARE YOURSELF
A new concept in Oceanfront Living is coming to Los Cabos

A Private Resort Community that will take oceanfront living to the next level.
- Estate and Single Family homes
- Oceanfront condos
- Greg Norman golf course
- Mexican Village with shopping and dining, community park, with lake, bike and hiking trails, tennis center and more.

Be among the first to discover the comforts and joy of Baja Style Ranch Life.

FOR INFORMATION
MEX +52 (624) 45 7577
USA & CANADA 844 645 2292
info@ranchosanlucas.com
www.ranchosanlucas.com

These materials are not an offer to sell or solicitation to purchase property to any resident of a state or country where registration is required prior to such offer or solicitation, and is void where prohibited by law.
At least 20 homes and retail shops were totally destroyed when a fire raged through Santa Rosalia, north of La Paz.

The town was a candle waiting to be lit, as it is the only town on the Baja where most structures are made of wood. The wood was ballast in the ships that came down to Mexico to haul ore back to the States. Free wood! Wouldn't you go down to the docks to scavenge through to build your home?

Also this fire did so much damage because the homes and shops were all joined together. They actually had to bulldoze down some intact, supposedly safe structures before the fire got there, in order to create a fire break.

There were minor injuries, no deaths.

We're a little safer from this kind of tragedy, because all our structures are built of concrete. 

Launched full-fledged Mexican operations in June, began to offer gift cards in December that can be bought for cash at thousands of Oxxo convenience stores. The Seattle-based online retailer also reached an agreement to accept Oxxo's own prepaid cards. In two years, Oxxo, which has more than 13,000 stores across the country, has placed with consumers two million cards associated with accounts at Citigroup Inc. unit Banamex.

“We’re acknowledging there’s a big opportunity among the unbanked,” said Amazon Mexico manager Juan Carlos Garcia, who noted that more than 80% of consumers in Mexico still prefer to buy with cash.

Linio, one of Latin America’s largest online stores with operations in eight countries, accepts PayPal, cash-on-delivery and cash payments at Oxxo stores, as well as credit and debit cards. Linio Chief Executive Andreas Mjelde, who is based in Mexico City, sees cash-on-delivery as a way to reassure first-time clients, saying that after one or two such purchases they often switch to paying online. “It breaches the gap of the lack of trust that the average Latin American has to shopping online,” he said.

Linio accepts PayPal, cash-on-delivery and cash payments at Oxxo stores, as well as credit and debit cards. Linio Chief Executive Andreas Mjelde, who is based in Mexico City, sees cash-on-delivery as a way to reassure first-time clients, saying that after one or two such purchases they often switch to paying online. “It breaches the gap of the lack of trust that the average Latin American has to shopping online,” he said.

We miss David Letterman. Remember his stupid crooks riffs? Well, we’ve got one for him. Pemex has reported that pipeline taps increased last year by 60%, totaling more than 300 recorded illegal taps. That’s up from 174 for all of 2014. Pemex estimates that as much as a third of the gasoline you buy is stolen and sold to your local gas station, which you are a receiver of stolen goods, Bunky.

Once a pipe is breached, ev...
It Takes A Team For Cleft Palette Children

It also takes many years of continued care, therapy, and follow up operations

BY JIM LOCKER

San Jose Al-Anon Family Group
Meeting Fridays 11:00 a.m.
Next to Calvary Chapel
Corner of Degollado and
Marguerite Maiza de Juarez
Info: Cell 624-127-1892

PUEBLO BONITO BLANCO
FIXED AND/OR FLOATING
1) Luxury Suites $1,000
2) Master Suites $1,500
3) Presidential Suites $2,000

VILLA DEL ARCO
FIXED AND/OR FLOATING
1) 2 Bedroom HOLIDAY $10,000

Contact me regarding my Low Weekly Rental Rates
QUALITY TIMESHARES AT THE LOWEST PRICES AND NO EXTRA FEE TO TRANSFER

Call for pricing on CA, HI, MX, NV or visit us online
www.TimeShareTony.com | Tony@TimeShareTony.com
(714) 841-4541 @ 17111 Beach Blvd, Huntington Beach, CA 92647
Calendar of Events

Every Monday, 8:30 am Pickleball in San Jose. Contact ron-dumbarton@gmail.com

Every Tuesday at 8 a.m. Rotary Club at the Sheraton Hacienda del Mar resort. In the Chapel. RSVP: 172-0009 y 172-0010

Every Wednesday 9 am – 12 pm
Farmers market at La Esquina Bar in Todos Santos. Live guitar music and good, local, organic stuff to buy. hola@laesquinats.com, www.laesquinats.com, 612 145 0851.

Every Wednesday. 7:30 to 8:30 pm. Bike ride in San Jose. Free if you bring your own bike, or rent from Sporitia bike store. Form up at Plaza del Pescador in San Jose, across from the Royal Solaris hotel at 7:15 pm. (624) 130-7159. info@sporitia.mx

First Thursday. Yo Reciclo sets up tents to receive plastic, aluminum, cardboard, computers, printers, cell phones, green, clear glass but no Batteries, please. In San Jose, Plaza Dorada at the roundabout near the Pemex. 8 am to 2 pm. info@yoreciclo.org.mx

Every Thursday, 8 a.m. Rotary Club breakfast at the Playa Grande Restaurant. Restaurant Brigantine, Cabo San Lucas.

Every Thursday. From 8:00 am to 1:00 pm. Organic market. Historic downtown activities program. Postal Park, Constitucion and Madero streets. La Paz. Spanish. Free.

Every Thursday from 6 pm to 9 pm. Art Walk. Historic downtown, San Jose.

Every other Thursday. You guess which one. Los Cabos Tomatoes, ladies social group. All women who aspire to be a tomato are welcome. loscabostomatoes@gmail.com.

Every Friday Palmilla Farmers Market Every Friday 9 am to 1 pm in the parking lot of the Palmilla strip center.


Every Friday night from 5:00 - 9:00 pm at the Amelia Wilkes Plaza in downtown Cabo. The Artisan Market. Nothing made in China here.

Every Friday 11:00 a.m. an Jose Al-Anon Family Group. Next to Calvary Chapel Corner of Degollado and Margarita Maza de Juarez in San Jose. Info: Cell 624-127-1892

Every Saturday, 10 am to 1 pm. Children’s library open. Story tellers at 10:30 and 12:30. Looking for gently used books. theranchkidz@yahoo.com, Todos Santos

Every Saturday. The San Jose organic market opens for the season Saturday November 7, and every Saturday from 9 am to 3 pm until they toss in the towel next spring. The market is located at Huerta Maria, on the road to Las Animas, directly across from the Jockey Club, and just minutes from the back door to downtown Palmilla Strip Center.

How to Contact an Ambulance in case of Emergency

When Every Second Counts

By Dr. Dick

When an individual staying in Los Cabos suffers a life threatening condition, the patient should be taken by ambulance to the nearest hospital that has an emergency ward. If the condition is not life threatening the patient can choose to which hospital they will be taken.

When the patient is taken to the nearest hospital with emergency facilities, the hospital is required to provide ‘stabilization of patient’ up to 24 hours, before sending the patient to another hospital.

There is a procedure the ambulance operators should follow when transporting a patient to hospital. These procedures are similar to those which have been adapted in many States in the US:

“Under the Emergency Medical Systems Act in the US, the ambulance service must adopt procedures for the bypassing of or the diversion to any hospital or trauma center. These procedures provide that a person shall not be transported to a facility other than the nearest hospital, regional trauma center, or trauma center unless the medical benefits to the patient reasonably expected from the provision of appropriate medical treatment at a more distant facility outweigh the increased risks to the patient from transport to the more distant facility, or the transport is in accordance with the System’s protocols for patient choice or refusal.”

As an example, if you are involved in a car accident and suffer minor injuries, the ambulance driver would likely take you to the closest medical center or to the hospital the ambulance represents, or to the hospital you choose. If, however, you have life threatening injuries, the driver may decide to take you to a hospital with a trauma center even if this means bypassing a closer hospital because the medical benefit to you would outweigh the risk. Either way, unless the ambulance service procedures allow you to make this choice, the paramedics have to decide to which hospital or trauma center to take you. If you want to know what procedures your local ambulance service is following, you should contact their administrative offices.

The nearest hospitals in the downtown area of San Jose del Cabo with emergency facilities are Saint Luke’s Hospital and Amerimed (Hospiten). At Saint Luke’s they have fully equipped ambulances and emergency doctors and nurses on hand 24 hours a day. They also have an air ambulance on standby, in case the patient needs to be air evacuated. Emergency number 624 142 5911 (VAC)

For More Info Call Dr. Dick 624 157 1970
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Yes! Yes! Sign Me Up! It’s not gonna be my fault the kitty got tossed under the bus!
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For More Info Call Dr. Dick 624 157 1970
For those ready to escape the non-stop excitement of Cabo, consider a more relaxing pace, less than an hour’s drive north of downtown Cabo San Lucas. You’ll find an artist’s colony, an authentic Mexican town, laid back residential areas, and the best swimming and surfing beach on the south Pacific side of the peninsula.

Todos Santos offers a charming, authentic environment, with the traditional central plaza, dozens of art galleries and shops full of handcrafted treasures, and enjoy some great Mexican cooking. What you won’t find are buildings taller than three floors, chain stores, or fast food joints.

Speaking of food, Todos Santos has a full range of temptations. Try Alma & Manny’s or the Todos Santos Inn for breakfast; Bob Marlin or Hotel Casa Tota for lunch; Los Adobes, or the Santa Fe for dinner. South of town, near the Pemex, is Dana’s Diner, which has 13 TVs and 13 channel feeds for sports. The gourmet French restaurant Chez Laura is a bit difficult to find, but wow, is it amazing. You step off a dusty dirt road into another world. For fabulous chili rellenos try Miguel’s across from the Pemex. Next to the Pemex is the very sophisticated Casa Bella Vista.

The lush poblano chili fields are everywhere, as well as strawberry, tomato and basil fields. The town is between the ocean to the west and the Sierra Laguna mountain range to the east. A modern four-lane highway runs right through it.

It has a rich history of agriculture, ranching and fishing. The lush poblano chili fields are everywhere, as well as strawberry, tomato and basil fields. The town is between the ocean to the west and the Sierra Laguna mountain range to the east. A modern four-lane highway runs right through it.
Las Estrellas de Todos Santos presents The Cemetery Club, a play by Ivan Menchell. In the Galeria at Hotel Casa Tota in Todos Santos. $20 USD includes a Wine & Nibble Mingle with the actors after the show. Will Call:

Don’t tell me what they said about me, tell me why they were so comfortable to say it around you.

Las Estrellas De Todos Santos
February 6 and 7, Saturday and Sunday, February 6th and 7th 10am-4pm Open Artists Studio tour in Todos Santos. A once a year opportunity to visit the Todos Santos artists in their natural environment. Now a two day event where visitors will be able to see more art, more studios and spend more time with the artist at each studio. With a map in hand, showing all of the studios, visitors will get a glimpse of what the life of the artist is like. There will be painters, sculptors, photographers, muralists, plein air painters, encaustic artists, jewelers, printmakers, collage artists, potters, and a wood turner.

Last year’s tour with 34 participating artists saw 400 visitors roaming throughout the town in one giant art fest that raised more than $3000 for the Children’s Art Programs of The Palapa Society of Todos Santos. Info at ts.studiotour@gmail.com 612-143-8491 (cellular). Steve gallerysteve@gmail.com. 612-145-0001. 2 day ticket 200 pesos.

February 28, Sunday. 2016 Historic Home Tour Of Todos Santos. An opportunity to view a piece of Todos Santos history, these magnificent homes will be open for only one day to tell the story of a past era rich in cultural and social graces. These homes will draw you back to a time of pride and prosperity in a humble mission town and give you insight into the lifestyle people enjoyed in the past century. Supports the Palapa Society and its many charitable causes. Paul Bumann, paul@boominenterprises.com, Ph. 612-178-0062.\n
March 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19 - Baja Shakespeare’s 16th Season at Buena Vista Beach Resort in Spa Buena Vista’s Convention Center. All shows at 7:00 pm except March 13, a matinee at 1:30pm. Tickets $20usd or 300 pesos. For show details go to www.facebook.com/pages/Baja-Shakespeare/220397878011557. More info closer to show dates.

March 20, Sunday. 23rd Arts Festival at Los Barriles, East Cape. Art works from around Southern Baja, arts and crafts exhibits and sale, food and Boone and live music. More information as they figure it out.


To get your event listed here, email the details to david@gringogazette.com. There is no charge.

David Flores
www.gringogazette.com
Office 624-143-0865 & 624-143-5750, Cell 624-121-1214.
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Don’t tell me what they said about me, tell me why they were so comfortable to say it around you.

Las Estrellas De Todos Santos February 6 and 7, Saturday and Sunday, February 6th and 7th 10am-4pm Open Artists Studio tour in Todos Santos. A once a year opportunity to visit the Todos Santos artists in their natural environment. Now a two day event where visitors will be able to see more art, more studios and spend more time with the artist at each studio. With a map in hand, showing all of the studios, visitors will get a glimpse of what the life of the artist is like. There will be painters, sculptors, photographers, muralists, plein air painters, encaustic artists, jewelers, printmakers, collage artists, potters, and a wood turner.

Last year’s tour with 34 participating artists saw 400 visitors roaming throughout the town in one giant art fest that raised more than $3000 for the Children’s Art Programs of The Palapa Society of Todos Santos. Info at ts.studiotour@gmail.com 612-143-8491 (cellular). Steve gallerysteve@gmail.com. 612-145-0001. 2 day ticket 200 pesos.

February 28, Sunday. 2016 Historic Home Tour Of Todos Santos. An opportunity to view a piece of Todos Santos history, these magnificent homes will be open for only one day to tell the story of a past era rich in cultural and social graces. These homes will draw you back to a time of pride and prosperity in a humble mission town and give you insight into the lifestyle people enjoyed in the past century. Supports the Palapa Society and its many charitable causes. Paul Bumann, paul@boominenterprises.com, Ph. 612-178-0062.\n
March 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19 - Baja Shakespeare’s 16th Season at Buena Vista Beach Resort in Spa Buena Vista’s Convention Center. All shows at 7:00 pm except March 13, a matinee at 1:30pm. Tickets $20usd or 300 pesos. For show details go to www.facebook.com/pages/Baja-Shakespeare/220397878011557. More info closer to show dates.

March 20, Sunday. 23rd Arts Festival at Los Barriles, East Cape. Art works from around Southern Baja, arts and crafts exhibits and sale, food and Boone and live music. More information as they figure it out.


To get your event listed here, email the details to david@gringogazette.com. There is no charge.

David Flores
www.gringogazette.com
Office 624-143-0865 & 624-143-5750, Cell 624-121-1214.
Cooking Like A Mexican
BY ALEJANDRA SARACHAGA

Interestingly, there are only three gastronomies in the world that are considered Intangible Heritage of Humanity: French gastronomy (through its influence on other cuisines), the Mediterranean gastronomy (for its healthiness) and Mexican gastronomy (for its origins and its diversity and variety). This is something to be proud of, and as a Mexican I am.

And it is that Mexican cuisine has significantly influenced world cuisine, besides being the country where various foods have their origins like corn, beans, avocado, cocoa, and pepper, among many others. Mexican cuisine has been prestigious in the world and recognized by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and Intangible Heritage of Humanity due to its own character and how it is distinct from other world cuisines.

The qualities of Mexican cuisine come from the richness of the different regions in the country and the Yucatan region (think Cancun), is one of the most important. Mixing elements of culture with European, Arab and a Caribbean influence, in the cold months, creating a bitterness between acid and sweet, depending on the variety, and bringing a special touch to recipes that use it.

Lime soup is one of the most traditional dishes of the Yucatan peninsula. Contrary to what its name suggests, lime is not its main ingredient, it is actually a chicken soup garnished with lime and spicy habanero chile.

Generally this soup is served at dinner and especially when it is chilly outside because it will bring warm to your body. This recipe calls for key lime that is only obtainable in Yucatan, but it can be replaced by a common Florida lime flavor and the authenticity is not substantially altered. So here is the recipe, once you try it you would hardly like any other kind of chicken soup.

Ingredients:
1 to 1 1/2 cups canola or corn oil for frying
6 corn tortillas
1 1/4 cup chopped onion (you can use white but the correct one is the purple one)
3 cloves of garlic, minced
1 habanero chile, seeded and minced
1/4 teaspoon ground cinnamon
Pinch of ground cloves
1 pound tomatoes (2 large), cored, peeled, and chopped (or 1 cup of canned crushed tomatoes)
2 quarts of chicken stock (if it is homemade it is better)
1 teaspoon of dried oregano
1 teaspoon salt (more to taste)
1 1/2 pounds of skinless, boneless chicken thighs (or breasts if you prefer, we like the stronger taste of thighs), trimmed of excess fat, and cut in half crosswise
1/3 cup lime juice (from 2 to 4 limes, depending on the size)
1 bunch of cilantro, roughly chopped (stems included) for garnish
2 avocados, pitted, peeled, and roughly chopped for garnish.

Procedure:
CONTINUED ON PAGE 36
LOCAL KIDS TO SHOW OFF...
continued from page 15

party at the Brewery, you will get a chance to meet some fantastic, motivated kids who are the future of Mexico.

Subscribe!! or we'll throw the kitty under the bus
Go to page 26

QUE PASA IN CABO?... continued from page 16

are we going to educate these people? Sigh. No wonder the indigenous states like Oaxaca are so poor.

Cruise ship dock. The old dock at Puerto San Carlos, north of La Paz on the Pacific side, is under expansion to allow cruise ships to, well, dock there. The new facility is expected to bring at least 70,000 cruise ship passengers to the small Puerto San Carlos town, a favored site for whale watching during the winter.

The dock will be finished in early 2017, at a cost of $1.2 million, said API, the agency that manages Mexico’s small craft marinas. Well, those bandits can afford this project.

Consignment Store
New & Used Furniture & Home Decor
Tienda 17
Two Locations, Same Street!

Phone 624-142-2121
and 624 105-2323
Steve’s Cell. 044 (624) 122-4869

New Store located on Centenario Street, between the Tropicana hotel and the La Playita bridge.
Our Store located next to Veterinaria Chiapa also on Centenario street is also open.

Open Monday thru Saturday
10am to 4pm

Looking for something... continued from page 17

Golf
UNFORGETTABLE PLACES

Cabo Real Golf
Cabo del Sol Golf
El Cortes Golf
Pueblo Bonito Golf

Take advantage of our preferred rates for locals

Reservations@questrogolf.com | Local: (624) 173 9400 | www.questrogolf.com

GRICELDA’S SMOKEHOUSE
Gricelda cleans, vacuum packs and freezes your catch for easy transport back home.
Her secret marinade and smoking process assures your catch is the best smoked fish south or north of the border! And filleting is no extra charge!

Cabo Marina, by the Baja Cantina, (01 521) 1437266. VHF Ch. 71.
info@pisceseroupecabocom | www.pisceseroupecobocom

For Spanish: Max 624 108 2250 or tomyrosa@gmail.com /wait just a darn minute. If you have to use the Spanish info line, how are you reading this, we would like to know?

BOOK YOUR PRIVATE CHARTER TODAY!

Yachts & Fishing at Intl. toll free 1-877-286-7938. Cabo 011-45 (624) 143.1288
info@pisceseroupecabocom | www.pisceseroupecobocom

GRINGO.com January 11th, 2016

International Lawyers - Local Knowledge

Jonathan A. Pikoiff
www.PikoiffLaw.com | jpikoiff@PikoiffLaw.com
Los Cabos Office: 011-52 (624) 144.8369
20 Years of Experience in Mexico | Attorney Licensed in Mexico and Texas

TRENT JONES
Golf Architects

NICKLAUS
Golf Architects

QUESTROGOLF

AUGER
Golf Architects

GRINGO.com January 11th, 2016

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING...
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are brought to her by friends, which makes each piece special and unique. Her other line uses aluminum bottle caps for creating modern sleek jewelry and key chains.

Another stand sells beauti-

ful choya cactus crosses, oil images of the arch, and acrylic shell paintings. You can also find amazing wreaths, and many other handicrafts, and even artisan bread made by Max.

For more information contact Natalie – 624-217-9562 or info@natalieevaniew.com
Live Theater Performs For Us In Todos Santos
Hey, this sounds like fun, and the price is right

BY CATHY WATKINS

After a successful first season, Las Estrellas de Todos Santos theater group is back. The group will be presenting The Cemetery Club by Ivan Menchell on February 3, 4, 5, and 6 at the Hotel Casa Tota in the Galeria which is open air and intimately seats around 60. The show starts at 7:00 p.m., and tickets cost $20 USD or the peso equivalent. The hotel also offers a dinner special in conjunction with the play.

The Cemetery Club will be the group's first full length production. This play is a drama, comedy about three Jewish widows who visit their husbands' graves once a month and a widowed man they meet at the cemetery, of course.

The cast for the play includes local thespians Anita Harris, Vickie Butler, Roxanne Rosenblatt, Marilyn Martin, and Bill Bradford.

Las Estrellas de Todos Santos was founded by Roxanne Rosenblatt because she wanted to support the art experience of Todos Santos. “Todos Santos is an artsy town. It has an art fest and a music fest, so why not support that art experience with world

fun, fun, fun.

Anita, a real natural and show stopper, has known Roxanne for several years and claims she has learned a lot from her. She met her in 2010 while trying out for a play and in 2011, both were in the Wiz of Oz together playing the parts of the good witch and the wicked witch. Anita told me she never dreamed of being on stage, but once she started it became addictive. Now she loves acting and all the applause, applause, applause.

Bill was discovered one afternoon while dining at the Alma y Manny Restaurant. Roxanne, Anita, and Pamela were having lunch together when they looked over and saw the perfect man for one of their performances. Pamela called out to him, “Bill, oh Bill, oh Bill, we need you for a part.”

The rest is history. As for the others, you will just have to come out to see them in action.

For more information contact: lasestellasdetodossantos@gmail.com, www.facebook.com/LasEstrellasDeTodosSantos, or Roxanne at 612-130-3162.
Looking for authentic food from different regions of Mexico? Try El Callejon Cabo where you can enjoy the flavors of Mexico without the trip.

Rachel’s Recommendations:
- Melt in your mouth Carnitas
- Savory Rajas
- Creamy Puntas Oscar
- World Class Margaritas

www.ec-cabo.com  facebook/ElCallejonCabo  624-143-4441

Downtown Cabo San Lucas, 1 block from the Tesoro parking lot by the Marina or the Madero parking structure. Look for the green lights palm tree on Emiliano Zapata.

Big screen TVs in the bar, and satellite feeds for all the games

SANTA SWONG BY A LOT OF... continued from page 18

Sherrie’s efforts have been very well received. “There is still a lot of need and every bit helps,” Margaretta said. “There are plenty of barrios to go around.” This bunch is not the only ones taking it upon themselves to play Santa. Just up the road Cindy Strand gets the folks all riled up at Ventanas to donate to their own Christmas day caravan when she started helping out back in 2007. She and her husband Ross drove down a trailer in 2007. A local church gave her 12 boxes of hand-carved wooden cars to give out, and after that they were hooked. The second year Cindy coordinated seven cars full of food, blankets, hats, and small toys to distribute. The kids from Ventanas even emptied their closets of old clothes and toys to give away. “It was just so touching”, Cindy said, “seeing the mothers crying in gratitude. It feels wonderful to help out.”

Sherrie’s group heads toward the barrios Christmas morning and stops where fate lands them, while Cindy’s team has been going to the same place for years. This year Faryn Masso Clark from the Cabo Mommies Facebook group had a more organized approach. “We talked to our nannys and housekeepers”, Faryn said, “to find out about specific families in need due to hardship or illness.” They identified a barrio of 70 homes with 56 children which they supported this year. Because they had the names and ages of the children, everyone will be receiving a gift specifically for them. “Like the others, Faryn is amazed at the generosity of those she reached out to. We only had four or five families helping in 2014”, she said. “This year we have more than a dozen families donating or attending.”

Has this gotten you all fired up to help out next Christmas? Here are some helpful hints to start your own Santa run.

Stay simple: This is not the time for extravagant gifts. An Xbox takes electricity to play, which they may not have. Stick to the basics of food, clothing, blankets, and small practical gifts. The children in need may not even be in a position to receive one present from their parents, so a little goes a long way.

Start collecting early: Do you go home to the States or Canada during the summer? Bring extra empty suitcases with you. Then ask your friends and neighbors up North for donations. Check out local garage sales or church bazaars. Clean out your or your neighbors’ closets for contributions. If you are coming back...
hoping the winds will dissipate long enough to allow a few hours fishing. When that occurs, the catch consists of sierra, smallish roosterfish and a few jacks.

La Paz

It’s off-season and really breezy. So many of the captains have their boats out of the water. There’s still a surprising variety of fish out there on the days we can fish. Cold water species like sierra are becoming more frequent. Inshore species like pargo and cabrilla are around the rocky and reef areas. They make great eating as do trigger fish. Plus, a few pelagic species are around like dorado and billfish.

Some of the commercial guys are still finding yellowtail and amberjack off the drop off by the Lighthouse. Those guys have to feed their families so they’re a little more inclined to go out even in less than favorable conditions. But that’s a different ballgame than folks who want to sport fish. But, even then, it’s hard on the commercial guys because the winds limit their access to the waters as well. But, when they do get out, they’re finding the fork tails in the deeper water.

Lots of folks are trying to swim with the whale sharks, but like fishing, it hinges on the ability to get out there in-between the winds. Although the whale sharks are right in the bay in shallow water, if it’s windy and choppy, it’s difficult to find them, let alone trying to snorkel with them.

Cabo San Lucas

Tracy Ehrenberg www.piscessportfishing.com
Larry Edwards www.cortezcharters.com
San Jose del Cabo
Gordo Bank Pangas www.gordobanks.com
East Cape
Rancho Leonero Hotel www.rancholeonero.com
Jen Wren Sportfishing www.thenewren.com
East Cape Tackle Cindy Kirkwood, www.eastcapetackle.com
La Paz
Jonathan Roldan’s Tailhunter International www.tailhunter-international.com

WHAT’S GOING ON IN THIS...
continued from page 24

La Paz

José and his brother come running with buckets, jars, and barrels, and there is the inevitable spark that sets off the inevitable fire. Right now three little children are recovering at a Shriners hospital burn ward in Texas. And they are the lucky ones, who were not killed outright or left to die in Mexican hospitals that have no facilities to treat burns. So quit it. Because something for nothing rarely is something for nothing.
Need legal assistance?

**Conde Asociados**
Attorneys at Law

Jorge M. Conde  
www.condeatlaw.com • jcb@condeatlaw.com  
Cell. (624) 355-7803

---

10 environmental education presentations in La Paz schools every month, and so far we have reached that goal, explained Padilla. “We hope to expand to Cabo’s schools in 2016,” she concluded.

In November the volunteers switched back to using divers and snorkelers and cleaned four reefs in Pichilingue Bay and around Gaviota Island and in December they finished paying the rent for the year with a cleanup of the mangroves on the El Mogote sandbar.

“In 2016 we will continue the cleanups and school presentations,” said Padilla. “So far we have operated on the generosity of dive shops as well as other local businesses and our all-volunteer cleanup crews to complete six cleanups in six months,” she explained.

The people are all volunteers, so there is no cost there, but when you bring 50 divers out to clean a reef there are gas costs, boat costs, captain’s salary, water, food, trash bags, gloves etc. The cleanups are monthly and each one involves pangas whether it is a reef or mangroves. The school visits also have expenses, again gas costs and we would like to buy a laptop and computer projector since not all schools have these. If you would like to help or find out more, go to Rescatando Nuestros Arrecifes y Manglares on Facebook or call 612 154 9839 in La Paz.

**PESCADERO & TODOS SANTOS...**

continued from page 27

They serve fresh organics from the garden, and a nice selection of wines. Stop by the little bakery on the road in and buy a pan dulce, a Mexican version of a doughnut. Duck into some of the little local shops, but be aware, there is no English spoken here.

Turn off the dirt road just before the Pemex in Pescadero, left toward the ocean, to discover Hierbabuena, a huge vegetable garden with an open-air restaurant smack in the middle of it.

For a truly unique experience book a room at the Arriba de la Roca, (which means “top of the rock”) a high-end boutique hotel that specializes in personalized service and is perched on top of a cliff. For adults only, you’ll experience 360 degree views not matched anywhere else in Baja.

Visitors interested in hiking, horseback riding, surfing, charter fishing on a traditional panga, a Mexican fishing boat, adventure tours, or just experiencing Mexican village life, should head to Pescadero, Cerritos and Todos Santos. They are less than an hour’s drive north along the Pacific.
TODOS SANTOS
TODOS SANTOS CULTURAL CENTER Benito J. Juarez St. todoswrite@gmail.com, www.todosantoswritersworkshop.com
Writers Workshops:
J January 25. Monday. 3:00 to 5:00 PM. This World Is Yours open seminar
J January 26. Tuesday. 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm. The Forgotten Language open seminar.
J January 27. Wednesday. 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm. Collecting The World. Open seminar
J January 28. Thursday. From 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm. Literary Agents Roundtable.
Todos Santos Writers Workshop
J January 29. Friday. From 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm. Earth Needs Writers! Open seminar.
J January 30. Saturday. 8:00 pm. Full moon nights. A traditional downtown Cabo.

CABO SAN LUCAS
WALMART PLAZA, Cabo Upstairs over La Europa.
NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
Open Monday to Sunday. From 9:00 am to 3:00 pm. Donations welcome.

CABO MARINA FRONT
Every Saturday. From 12:00 pm to 9:00 pm. Art exhibition by local artists, workshops, paint, sculpture, photography, food tasting, theater, live music and dance. Spanish. Free.

CASA CARACOL UNA RANA
Every Saturday. 7:00pm to 11:30pm. Cultural tianguis (market). Live music, poetry, painting, books, arts & crafts, sculpture, movies, vegetarian food. Hidalgo and Revolucion Sts. downtown Cabo. Cel. 624 117 1663. Free.

CERRITO DEL TIMBRE CULTURAL HOUSE behind Aramburo supermarket and Guacamayas taco restaurant, downtown Cabo.
J January 24. Sunday. 7:00 pm. Full moon nights. A traditional bohemian Cabo night with live music, poetry, dance and guest artists. Spanish and some help in English. Free.

LA PAZ
BELLATERRA GALLERY (formerly Galerías Pax) at 1250 Guillermo Prieto, between Cinco de Mayo St. and Constitución St.
Until January 30. Three Artists, Three Ways to Art. Three Baja artists showcase their talents. Paintings, constructions and glass sculptures. Monday through Friday. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. or by appointment. Nasch at 612 141 1004.
CENTRO DE ARTES, TRADICIONES Y CULTURAS POPULARES On Madero St. between 5 de Mayo and Independencia Sts. (across from j ordín Velasco).
Until January 15. Monday through Friday. From 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Weekends 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Exhibition of woven fiber. Free.
CENTRO CULTURAL LA PAZ On 16 de Septiembre St. at the corner of Belisario Dominguez St.
Until January 15. Costume exhibition. The design of clothing for the theatre of Louis the 14th (the Sun King). Free. 612 12 200 65.

January 22. 7:00 pm. Nymphs and Muses. Art exhibition of white-pencil drawings by J aime Molina. Free.
THE STATE’S HOUSE OF CULTURE On Madero St. between Salvadorita St. and Torre Iglesias.
J January 22. Friday. 5:00 pm. The state’s Casa de Cultura reopens with mariachi, folk dance, theatre, and an art exhibition. Free. 612 122-9040.
CITY THEATER On Navarro St. and Héroes de Independencia St. Downtown La Paz.
J January 30. Saturday. 8:00 pm. The Baja California Sur Philharmonic Orchestra presents a concert. For information, call 612 129-4199.
ALIANZA FRANCESA
Every Tuesday. 8:00 pm. Different French film each week. Alianza Francesa cultural center at 525 Gomez Farias St. between Republica St and Guerrero St. Esterito town, La Paz. facebook.com/alianzafrancesalapaz. Spanish, French, English and other languages. Free.
Every Wednesday. 8:00 pm. International films movie club.
CENTRO CULTURAL LA PAZ
From Monday to Friday. 8:00 am to 8:00 pm. On permanent display, permanent photography collective exhibition that highlights the cultural identity of Baja California Sur. In the Codex Peninsula of the Centro Cultural La Paz, on 16 de Septiembre at the corner of Belisario Dominguez. Text is in English and Spanish. Free.
TONANTZIN GALLERY 320 Constitución St. between Aquiles Serrán and Revolución St. The same block as the post office. J January 23. Saturday. 8:00 pm. Music concert with Roz from La Paz on the harmonica, along with some musical friends at the gallery courtyard. English. Free.

SAN JOSE
CIRCUITAKA Angela Ceseña St. between the fourlane and Barlovento St.
Every Thursday. 7:00 pm. Reading club for kids. Actors dressed up, read and act a short story for the kids. More info about reading lounges: todossomoseltro@gmail.com. At Angela Ceseña St. between Furlane Street and Barlovento St., San José. Spanish. Free.

BUENA VISTA
MAIN PLAZA SAN JOSE
March 3. Thursday. 9:00 am. Introspectionism. International art exhibition with works of artists from different countries. The beginning of the display showing introspective art with a common philosophy or style on the streets and urban areas of the main government buildings in San Jose. More info with Alfredo Sosa Facebook/artalfredo.sosa. Spanish and English. Free.
March 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, and 19 - Baja Shakespeare's 16th Season at Buena Vista Beach Resort in Spa Buena Vista's Convention Center. All shows at 7:00 pm except March 13, a matinee at 1:30pm. Tickets $30 or 300 pesos. facebook.com/pages/1/Baja-Shakespeare/220397878011557.
To list your event at no cost, email details to david@gringogazette.com. All events subject to change without warning, and we're not kidding around about this. It happens frequently, so go, with great expectations of a wonderful evening, but have a backup plan.
We also have South Dakota license plate service available

$2.5 - $5 Million Worldwide Coverage
Air Evacuation Included - Guarnteed Renewal

AGE 30 - 34 from $30 USD p/mo
AGE 40 - 44 from $38 USD p/mo
AGE 50 - 54 from $51 USD p/mo
AGE 60 - 64 from $97 USD p/mo

Contact: Roger Anthony
Cell: 624.129.2179 • US Toll Free: 1.800.688.5743
MX Toll Free: 01.800.681.6730 • info@protexcare.com
roger@protexplan.com • www.protexcare.com

If you are on Medicare or Canadian we have plans that will cover you in Mexico

# CHRISTIAN WORSHIP
In English (La Paz) Crossroads Christian Fellowship. Sharing the living water of Jesus with thirsty people. 3124 Abosol between Sonora and Sinaloa. (Up the alley under the Crossroads sign) Call Millon Sanders at 6121975767 or 6121918332. www.crossroadslapaz.org (6)

# BEACH FRONT EL ZALATE 1 bdrm condo, sleeps 4. Beachfront. $349,000. US. 624-122-2690. (6)

# COMMERCIAL LOCales for lease - need office or retail space? 300 square feet to 10,000 square feet. Cabo/San Jose. Cyndi 624-158-8650 (6)

# PRINTING & SIGNS, FASTEST in Cabo. Guaranteed. All formats. All materials. All Sizes. Affordable prices. Cell 624-100-3166 Email: dgrafiortes@hotmail.com (6)


# GOLDEN CACTUS GALLERY is excited to now be in Plaza Casa Blanca on the highway to Todos Santos, across from the motel La Roca near the animal shelter. (There is a stop light there so make a U-turn and walk! It's just 3 miles from the marina.) Mon - Sat 12 - 6 PM. Cell 624-147-5287 (tf)

# OFFICIAL TRANSLATOR Spanish-English, licensed by the Supreme Court of Justice of the State of Baja California Sur. Celyne Poupart, cell 624-147-5287 (6)

# DENNIS RAYMOND SMITH. Pay your outstanding debt on the duplex you purchased in 2002 in Cabo on the corner of Camino al Colegio and Miguel Herrera. Gloria Shaw. (6)

# AMERICAN DELI FRANCHISE Opportunity available for San Jose and La Paz. Call 624-158-8650 (6)

# FOR SALE. 2002 CENTURY. Walk around cuddy cabin, twin four stroke outboards. Tuna tower, generator, air conditioned. Includes triple axle aluminum trailer. This is a perfect Baja fishing boat and over nighter. Two beds, Full head, auto pilot and too much to list. For pics and details go to http://www.magnellanayachts.com. Currently in dry storage building at San Jose marina. $65,000.00 OBO. Call for questions 714-713-1008. Email robsauros@yahoo.com (6)

# LIQUOR LICENSE FOR SALE. Cell 624-155-1049 (6)

# PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER Available www.cabophotography.com (12)

# BIG LOT FOR SALE. At the entrance of Puerto Los Cabos, 65,000 sq. feet. Motivated seller, accepting share expenses. Current partners all in dry storage building at San Jose marina. Jimi @ 144-0026 (eve’s) or Bob @ 805-207-3522. (6)

# HELP WANTED. Write for the Gringo Gazette. Make good money, and have a good time doing it. Good way to get involved in the community and know what’s going on. carrie@gringogazette.com (6)

# PARTNERS WANTED FOR FISHING boat. 34' with captain, to share expenses. Current partners all have homes in Cabo. For info, call Jimi @ 144-0026 (eve’s) or Bob @ 145-850 for details. (11)

# 1993 Z28, immaculate, 18K orig. miles, 6 spd, LT1 engine. Patriot maroon w black top. Ontario plated. Original owner. The perfect boys toy. For cabo $199K. rickr22@gmail.com (6)

# CABO PULMO 2 Bedroom Villa for sale. 500 ft/sea. Income prop. $550,000 USD. Contact Dewayne Brown. 714 403 4836. (14)

# FOR SALE. Club Campestre Golf Community Home, 1 bed 6.5 bath, 2 car garage, 2 kitchens, elevator, beach club rights. Ocean view, priced to sell $520,000 by owner. Peter@714-777-4065, 714-400-1972, 6880171. stevenpops@sbcglobal.net. (6)

# BUILDING SITE CABO SAN LUCAS, 30,000 SF. City & Sea views. Approved in 2007 for 3 4-stories, hillside retaining walls complete. Utilities. Sewer. Facilities. Great for hideaway hacienda. $750,000+ invested. Accept half or JV. USA 916-747-7137 or rick@amerimexbcs.com (6)

# DRIVE IN STYLE-COMFORT-SAFETY. 2007 Tivd 4 dr sedan Lexus ES 350, midnite blue pearl, tan leather, sunroof, dual a/c system including seats, luxury loaded in excellent condition. New 65k Michelin tires, new brakes front/ rear, major tune-up recently done in U.S. South Dakota plates and title, asking $9,650 USD. Call either 624-142-1349 or Vonage phone 203-683-0588, email at khahmertle@yahoo.com (6)


# FOR SALE BY OWNER. New 5 Bedroom House. 3 levels with a rooftop terrace. Panoramic views of Cabo and the Sea of Cortez. Many extra features in the house. Located in a small Gated Community with a common area pool on the Cabo Corridor; $339,000.00 US and includes all furnishings. Tel. 624 143 5435 clintus@verizon.net (6)

# PROTEC INSURANCE
We now offer Auto / Home / Business insurance
We also have South Dakota license plate service available
WE OFFER FULL MEDICAL COVERAGE WORLDWIDE

| 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 | 32 | 33 | 34 | 35 | 36

Phone:

Questions? Call the office in Cabo at 14 30885. U.S. number is 562 714 6735

COOKING LIKE A MEXICAN... continued from page 29

One day before, place tortilla chips in a single layer on a baking sheet. Let it aerate in the open (This will help dry out the tortillas a bit before frying.) The day before after you start cooking your soup, cut the tortillas into 1/4-inch wide strips. Pour about 1 to 1 1/2 cups oil into a large, thick-bottomed pot. (Don’t worry, after the tortillas are done you are going to strain them and then re use the olive oil in the rest of the recipe.) Heat the pot on medium high heat until a small piece of tortilla placed in the oil sizzles. Do not let the oil reach the smoking point. When this happens, your fire alarm goes off and my cat goes crazy. Now you’ve got craziness going on in your kitchen. Working in batches, gently scatter a handful of tortilla strips in the hot oil. Turn with metal tongs so that the tortilla strips are separated. Cook for a few minutes or until the strips just begin to color. Remove them to a paper towel lined plate.

Using two tablespoons of the tortilla frying oil. Heat on medium high. Add in the onions and cook until translucent, about 5 minutes. Add the garlic, the minced habanero chile, the cinnamom, and the ground cloves and cook a few minutes longer. Add the peeled chopped tomatoes to the onions. Add the salt, oregano, and chicken. Add one teaspoon of salt. Bring to a simmer and reduce the heat to maintain a low simmer. Cover and cook for 20 to 25 minutes, until the chicken is just cooked

CONTINUED ON PAGE 39
They operated on 13 patients at the Especialidades hospital in Cabo and performed about 30 to 35 procedures including four primary lips, several primary palates, bone grafts, and some rhinoplasties. Rotarian Dr. Alejandro Avalos, who donates the use of his hospital, owns Especialidades. Most of the volunteer medical team returns to the Cabo Smiles program year after year, as they feel it is important to maintain relationships with the children, their families, and to ensure the long-term continuity of care.

“Many people in the public don’t realize the children afflicted with facial cleft deformities are not fixed with more than just closure of the lip and actually require up to seven surgeries in order to restore them to full function in order to be able to eat, speak, hear, and smile,” said Moses. “The cleft lip is repaired around 10 weeks of age and the palate repaired at around age one. Then the ears are evaluated for the ability to clear the ears, (popping pressure), and if needed, ear tubes are placed to prevent permanent deafness. The bone in the upper jaw is grafted from the hip at around age six in order to allow teeth to come in properly, and the nose is corrected to allow breathing properly. Braces are placed to prepare the bite for facial bone alignment surgery in the early teens and this surgery is performed mid-teens to allow the facial form and the chewing function to become fully functional.” Moses’ goal is medical support throughout all of the stages for each child as well as to provide them with speech therapy, psychological counseling on self-esteem, and a general head start back into a healthy, happy life.

Because consistent care is critical, the Cabo Smiles program works with local doctors to provide follow-up care. Smiles International Foundation also provides the local specialty medical professionals on-site clinical education in new and/or complex procedures and treatments. The entire program is volunteer-based, so the teams CONTINUED ON PAGE 39
Cutie Alert!

Nana
Have you ever shared your bed with someone you met through a newspaper ad? Come on, live dangerously! I’m a kind hearted, gentle gal who is suffering in this cold weather and I would love to find a soulmate to snuggle up with! I give back. I put out a good amount of body heat.

Olivia
Do you remember Black Cat Virginia Cigarettes? If so, you are of the vintage where you should have a cat, and I can be a constant source of nostalgia for you. Heck, I don’t even mind if you smoke…

www.LosCabosHumaneSociety.com
WE NEED VOLUNTEERS!
No one can do everything, but EVERYONE can do something!

(624)129-8346 / (624)151-6046
info@Loscaboshumanesociety.com
LOS CABOS Humane Society

www.LosCabosHumaneSociety.com
WE NEED VOLUNTEERS!
No one can do everything, but EVERYONE can do something!

Call to arrange a private guided tour - complimentary transportation available.

In Cabo, please call: 624.172.6522 • From US or Canada, please call: 800.916.1290 vievageloscabos.com • info@vievageloscabos.com

Vie Vage Los Cabos is owned and developed by SV CB Hotel, S. de R.L de C. V., a Mexican limited liability company. No offers to purchase will be accepted or solicited from any person who resides in a jurisdiction where the offering has not been registered or is not exempt from applicable registration requirements.
SANTA SWONG BY A LOT OF... continued from page 32

from Canada, West Jet allows one free humanitarian bag to come with you.

Drum up support: Many of the Santas I spoke with posted on Facebook groups to let more people know how to donate. Use your network here and at home to increase the amount of your giving power.

Be resourceful. Hit up your dentist at home who has boxes of toothbrushes just looking for a good home. Local stores and supermarkets will often help with freebees as well.

Do the bags ahead of time: Don’t wait until the last minute. For non-food items, pack up giveaway bags early to give you time to manage the perishable items the night before.

Be consistent: Don’t just do it once. Set an intention to make it a giving tradition. No matter how big or small your first year is, do it again and see what happens. All Santas reported lean and robust years, so you never know what you will receive. That’s OK. Just do it! There are plenty of barrios in need and they appreciate anything you can contribute.

Decorate and have fun: On the big day decorate your cars, wear Santa hats, and blast Christmas carols. Bring a piñata or have a Santa available to take pictures with the kids. Don’t just share “stuff” with those in need but provide them with an experience they can cherish forever.

Sherrie Miller cautions though, that once you do it, it is very addicting because they are so thankful and so appreciative and it really does send home the meaning of Christmas. She says it is very hard to explain but it almost makes you feel better to give to them than it does for them to get the gifts.

If you want to give and don’t want to play Santa, know there are terrific groups like Feeding LosCabos Kids (www.feedingloscaboskids.org/) which provide food to needy kids all year round.

IT TAKES A TEAM FOR CLEFT... continued from page 37

from the U.S. and the local doctors pay their own expenses for travel, and use vacation or unpaid days to make themselves available.

The Cabos Smiles Program is funded through a group effort with much of the coordination driven by the Los Cabos Rotary Club which hosts the program. They hold fundraisers during the year and partner with local fishing tournaments like the Tuna Jackpot as well as cycling events. They also collaborate with major sponsors and local organizations such as the Solmar Foundation which provides accommodations for the entire Cabo Smiles team twice each year. However, they have been having a little bit of difficulty finding the $15,000 that is needed annually to sustain our local Cabo Smiles program. They also need additional local volunteer support from trained professionals such as speech therapists, hearing specialists, and dentists because after the surgery, the children have to learn how to speak correctly and many have issues with hearing, low self-esteem, sleep apnea, and they all need dental care. All donated money goes straight to the children. For more information about the Cabo Smiles program or to donate, visit the Smiles International Foundation website www.smilesinternationalfoundation.org and then select the “Smiles of Cabo” program. For information on how you can volunteer locally to support Cabo Smiles, contact the Los Cabos Rotary Club via their Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/loscabosrotaryclub/.

Buscamos:

Contador Público con maestria de preferencia

Requisitos:

Excelentes habilidades computacionales y manejo de paquetes contables
De preferencia que hable ingles.
Estar familiarizado con presupuestos y reportes financieros
Disponibilidad de viajar
Referencias
Salario competitivo y negociable

Quien cumpla los requisitos favor de enviar CV a:
alma.sandez2@wyn.com
O comunicarse al teléfono: 142 6669 con Alma Sández.

COOKING LIKE A MEXICAN... continued from page 36

through.

Remove pot from the heat. Remove the chicken from the pot and shred the chicken. I use two forks to do this.

Return the chicken to the soup. Stir in the lime juice. Add more salt, if needed, to taste.

Serve garnished with fried tortilla strips, chopped avocado, and cilantro.

Tip: You can also grate some lime peel, without the white part, and put it on each plate. Looks nice and the lime soup is filled with a refreshing aroma.

Alejandra
Discover the most coveted real estate in the world. Properties from $275,000 - $25,000,000 USD

VISIT US AT ONE OF OUR 12+ LOCATIONS
Shoppes at Palmilla · One&Only Palmilla · The Residences at Solaz, a Luxury Collection Resort, Los Cabos
Chileno Bay · Mar Adentro · Todos Santos · Palmilla · Villas Del Mar · Espiritu Del Mar
Oasis Palmilla · Cabo del Sol · Punta Ballena · Querencia · Pedregal · Club Campestre · Cabo Real · and Puerto Los Cabos

SNELL REAL ESTATE exclusively represents the communities of Chileno Bay · Mar Adentro · The Residences at Solaz, a luxury Collection Resort, along with exclusive listings throughout the Baja: East Cape · The Pacific · La Ribera · Todos Santos · Palmilla · Villas Del Mar · Espiritu Del Mar
Oasis Palmilla · Cabo del Sol · Punta Ballena · Querencia · Pedregal · Club Campestre · Cabo Real · and Puerto Los Cabos

info@snellrealestate.com · SNELLREALESTATE.COM
In Los Cabos (624) 105-8100 · Toll Free 1-866-650-5845

VISIT US AT ONE OF OUR 12+ LOCATIONS
Shoppes at Palmilla · One&Only Palmilla · The Residences at Solaz, a Luxury Collection Resort, Los Cabos
Chileno Bay · Mar Adentro · Todos Santos · Plaza del Pescador · San Jose Art District · Los Barriles · La Ribera
Opening this Holiday: Pedregal Private Office

A Quinta del Golf de Cortez, S.A. de C.V project. The Residences at Solaz, a Luxury Collection Resort, Los Cabos are not owned, developed or sold by Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., SII Real Estate Holdings, Inc. or their affiliates. Quinta del Golf de Cortez, S.A. de C.V uses The Luxury Collection® trademarks and trade names under a license from SII Real Estate Holdings, Inc. This is not an offer to sell or solicitation of offers to buy, nor is any offer or solicitation made where prohibited by law. The statements set forth herein are summary in nature and should not be relied upon. A prospective purchaser should refer to the entire set of documents provided by Quinta del Golf de Cortez, S.A. de C.V and should seek competent legal advice in connection therewith. *Artist renderings, subject to change.